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Abstract. We address an important communication issue in wireless
cellular networks that utilize Frequency Division Multiplexing (FDM)
technology. In such networks, many users within the same geographical
region (cell) can communicate simultaneously with other users of the
network using distinct frequencies. The spectrum of the available fre-
quencies is limited; thus, efficient solutions to the call control problem
are essential. The objective of the call control problem is, given a spec-
trum of available frequencies and users that wish to communicate, to
maximize the number of users that communicate without signal inter-
ference. We consider cellular networks of reuse distance k ≥ 2 and we
study the on-line version of the problem using competitive analysis.
In cellular networks of reuse distance 2, the previously best known al-
gorithm that beats the lower bound of 3 on the competitiveness of de-
terministic algorithms works on networks with one frequency, achieves
a competitive ratio against oblivious adversaries which is between 2.469
and 2.651, and uses a number of random bits at least proportional to the
size of the network. We significantly improve this result by presenting
a series of simple randomized algorithms that have competitive ratios
smaller than 3, work on networks with arbitrarily many frequencies, and
use only a constant number of random bits or a comparable weak random
source. The best competitiveness upper bound we obtain is 7/3.
In cellular networks of reuse distance k > 2, we present simple random-
ized on-line call control algorithms with competitive ratios which signif-
icantly beat the lower bounds on the competitiveness of deterministic
ones and use only O(log k) random bits. Furthermore, we show a new
lower bound on the competitiveness of on-line call control algorithms in
cellular networks of reuse distance k ≥ 5.

1 Introduction

In this paper we study frequency spectrum management issues in wireless net-
works. Due to the rapid growth of wireless communications and the limitations
and cost of the frequency spectrum, such issues are very important nowadays.
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We consider wireless networks in which base stations are used to build the
required infrastructure. In such systems, the architectural approach used is the
following. A geographical area in which communication takes place is divided
into regions. Each region is the calling area of a base station. Base stations
are connected via a high speed network.When a user A wishes to communicate
with some other user B, a path must be established between the base stations
of the regions in which the users A and B are located. Then communication is
performed in three steps: (a) wireless communication between A and its base
station, (b) communication between the base stations, and (c) wireless commu-
nication between B and its base station. Thus, the transmission of a message
from A to B first takes place between A and its base station, the base station of
A sends the message to the base station of B which will transmit it to B. At least
one base station is involved in the communication even if both users are located
in the same region or only one of the two users is part of the wireless network
(and the other uses for example the PSTN).Improving the access of users to base
stations is the aim of this work.

The network topology usually adopted [6, 7] is the one shown in the left
part of Figure 1. All regions are regular hexagons (cells) of the same size. This
shape results from the uniform distribution of identical base stations within the
network, as well as from the fact that the calling area of a base station is a circle
which, for simplicity reasons, is idealized as a regular hexagon. Due to the shape
of the regions, we call these networks cellular wireless networks.

Many users of the same region can communicate simultaneously with their
base station. This can be achieved via frequency division multiplexing (FDM).
The base station is responsible for allocating distinct frequencies from the avail-
able spectrum to users so that signal interference is avoided. Since the spectrum
of available frequencies is limited, important engineering problems related to
the efficient reuse of frequencies arise. Signal interference usually manifests itself
when the same frequency is assigned to users located in the same or adjacent
cells. Alternatively, in this case, we may say that the cellular network has reuse
distance 2. By generalizing this parameter, we obtain cellular networks of reuse
distance k in which signal interference between users that have been assigned
the same frequency is avoided only if the users are located in cells with distance
at least k.

Signal interference in cellular networks can be represented by an interference
graph G. Vertices of the graph correspond to cells and an edge (u, v) in the
graph indicates that the assignment of the same frequency to two users lying
at the cells corresponding to nodes u and v will cause signal interference. The
interference graph of a cellular network of reuse distance 2 is depicted in the
right part of Figure 1. If the assumption of uniform distribution of identical base
stations does not hold, arbitrary interference graphs can be used to model the
underlying network.

In this paper we study the call control problem which is defined as follows:
Given users that wish to communicate with their base station, the call control
problem on a network that supports a spectrum of w available frequencies is to
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Fig. 1. A cellular network and the interference graph if the reuse distance is 2.

assign frequencies to users so that at most w frequencies are used in total, signal
interference is avoided, and the number of users served is maximized.

We assume that calls corresponding to users that wish to communicate ap-
pear in the cells of the network in an on–line manner. When a call arrives, a
call control algorithm decides either to accept the call (assigning a frequency to
it), or to reject it. Once a call is accepted, it cannot be rejected (preempted).
Furthermore, the frequency assigned to the call cannot be changed in the future.
We assume that all calls have infinite duration; this assumption is equivalent to
considering calls of the same duration.

Competitive analysis [11] has been used for evaluating the performance of on–
line algorithms for various problems. In our setting, given a sequence of calls,
the performance of an on–line algorithm A is compared to the performance of
the optimal algorithm OPT .

Let B(σ) be the benefit of the on–line algorithm A on the sequence of calls
σ, i.e. the set of calls of σ accepted by A and O(σ) the benefit of the optimal
algorithm. If A is a deterministic algorithm, we define its competitive ratio (or
competitiveness) as maxσ

|O(σ)|
|B(σ)| , where the maximum is taken over all possible

sequences of calls. If A is a randomized algorithm, we define its competitive
ratio as maxσ

|O(σ)|
E[|B(σ)|] , where E [|B(σ)|] is the expectation of the number of calls

accepted by A, and the maximum is taken over all possible sequences of calls.
Usually, we compare the performance of deterministic algorithms against

off–line adversaries, i.e. adversaries that have knowledge of the behaviour of
the deterministic algorithm in advance. In the case of randomized algorithms,
we consider oblivious adversaries whose knowledge is limited to the probability
distribution of the random choices of the randomized algorithm.

The static version of the call control problem is very similar to the famous
maximum independent set problem. The on–line version of the problem is studied
in [1–4, 8, 10]. [1], [2], and [8] study the call control problem in the context of
optical networks. Pantziou et al. [10] present upper bounds for networks with
planar and arbitrary interference graphs. Usually, competitive analysis of call
control focuses on networks supporting one frequency. Awerbuch et al. [1] present
a simple way to transform algorithms designed for one frequency to algorithms
for arbitrarily many frequencies with a small sacrifice in competitiveness (see
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also [5, 12]). Lower bounds for call control in arbitrary networks are presented
in [3].

The greedy algorithm is probably the simplest on-line algorithm. When a
call arrives, the greedy algorithm seeks for the first available frequency. If such
a frequency exists, the algorithm accepts the call assigning this frequency to it,
otherwise, the call is rejected. In general, Pantziou et al. [10] show that this
algorithm has competitive ratio equal to the degree of the interference graph
and no better in general. The greedy algorithm is optimal within the class of
deterministic on-line call control algorithms.

Simple randomized algorithms can be defined using the “classify and ran-
domly select” paradigm [1, 2, 10]. Such algorithms use a coloring of the under-
lying interference graph, randomly select a color out of the colors used, and
execute the greedy algorithm in the cells colored with the selected color, ignor-
ing (i.e., rejecting) calls in all other cells. The competitive ratio achieved in this
way, against oblivious adversaries, is equal to the number of colors used in the
coloring of the interference graph.

In cellular networks of reuse distance 2, the greedy algorithm is 3-competitive
against off-line adversaries, in the case of one frequency. Slightly worse compet-
itiveness bounds can be proved in the case of arbitrarily many frequencies using
the techniques of [1, 5, 12]. In [4], using similar arguments with those of [10], it
was observed that no deterministic on-line call control algorithm in cellular net-
works of reuse distance 2 can be better than 3-competitive against off-line adver-
saries. Applying the “classify and randomly select” paradigm using a 3-coloring
of the interference graph, we obtain a 3-competitive randomized algorithm even
in the case of arbitrarily many frequencies. Observe that this algorithm uses a
very weak random source which equiprobably selects one out of three distinct
objects.

The authors in [4] describe algorithm p–Random, an intuitive on–line ran-
domized call control algorithm for networks that support one frequency. They
present upper and lower bounds on the competitive ratio of the algorithm as
functions of parameter p and, by optimizing these functions, they prove that, for
some value of p, the competitive ratio of algorithm p-Random against oblivious
adversaries is between 2.469 an 2.651. The analysis of algorithm p-Random in
[4] applies only to cellular networks with one frequency but it indicates that ran-
domization helps to beat the deterministic upper bounds. However, the number
of random bits used by the algorithm may be proportional to the size of the net-
work. The best known lower bound on the competitive ratio of any randomized
call control algorithm in cellular networks of reuse distance 2 is 1.857 [4].

Results on on-line call control in cellular networks of reuse distance k > 2
are only implicit in previous work. The greedy algorithm has competitive ratio 4
and 5 in cellular networks of reuse distance k ∈ {3, 4, 5} and k ≥ 6, respectively,
which support one frequency. This is due to the fact that the acceptance of a
non-optimal call may cause the rejection of at most 4 and 5 optimal calls, respec-
tively. These competitive ratios are the best possible that can be achieved by
deterministic algorithms. Using the techniques of [1, 5, 12], it can be shown that,
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in the case of arbitrarily many frequencies, the greedy algorithm has competi-
tive ratio at most 4.521 and at most 5.517 in cellular networks of reuse distance
k ∈ {3, 4, 5} and k ≥ 6, respectively.

Furthermore, applying the “classify and randomly select” paradigm using an
efficient coloring of the interference graph of cellular networks of distance reuse
k > 2 would give randomized on-line algorithms with competitive ratio Ω(k2).
Even in the case of k = 3, the competitive ratio we obtain in this way is 7.

In this paper, we improve previous results on the competitiveness of on-
line call control algorithms in cellular networks. We present algorithms based
on the “classify and randomly select” paradigm which use new colorings of the
interference graph. These algorithms use a small number of random bits, and
have small competitive ratios against oblivious adversaries even in the case of
arbitrarily many frequencies. In particular, in cellular networks of reuse distance
2, we significantly improve the best known competitiveness bounds achieved by
algorithm p-Random by presenting a series of simple randomized algorithms
that have smaller competitive ratios, work on networks with arbitrarily many
frequencies, and use only a constant number of random bits or a comparable
weak random source. The best competitiveness upper bound we obtain is 7/3.
In cellular networks of reuse distance k > 2, we present simple randomized
on-line call control algorithms with competitive ratios which significantly beat
the lower bounds on the competitiveness of deterministic algorithms and use
only O(log k) random bits. For any k > 2, the competitive ratio we achieve is
strictly smaller than 4. Furthermore, we show a new lower bound of 25/12 on the
competitiveness, against oblivious adversaries, of on-line call control algorithms
in cellular networks of reuse distance k ≥ 5.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. We present a simple 8/3-
competitive randomized algorithm in Section 2. Simpler algorithms with better
competitive ratios (including the algorithm with competitive ratio 7/3) are pre-
sented in Section 3. The upper bounds for cellular networks of reuse distance
k > 2 are presented in Section 4. A Our new lower bound for cellular networks
of reuse distance k ≥ 5 can be found in Section 5.

2 A Simple 8/3-Competitive Algorithm

In this section we present algorithm CRS-A, a simple randomized on-line al-
gorithm for call control in cellular networks of reuse distance 2. The algorithm
works in networks with one frequency and achieves a competitive ratio against
oblivious adversaries which is similar (but slightly inferior) to that which has
been proved for algorithm p-Random.

Algorithm CRS-A uses a coloring of the cells with four colors 0, 1, 2, and
3, such that only two colors are used in the cells belonging to the same axis.
This can be done by coloring the cells in the same x-axis with either the colors
0 and 1 or the colors 2 and 3, coloring the cells in the same y-axis with either
the colors 0 and 2 or the colors 1 and 3, and coloring the cells in the same z-axis
with either the colors 0 and 3 or the colors 1 and 2. Such a coloring is depicted
in the left part of Figure 2.
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Algorithm CRS-A randomly selects one out of the four colors and executes
the greedy algorithm on the cells colored with the other three colors, ignoring
(i.e., rejecting) all calls in cells colored with the selected color.

0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1

1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0

0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1

1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0

2 2 2 2 2

2 2 2 2

2 2 2 2 2

2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3

1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1

1 0 1 00 1 0 1 0

2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2

1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0

3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3

0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1

1

2

0

1

0

Fig. 2. The 4-coloring used by algorithm CRS-A and the corresponding subgraph of
the interference graph induced by the nodes not colored with color 3.

Theorem 1. Algorithm CRS-A in cellular networks of reuse distance 2 support-
ing one frequency is 8/3-competitive against oblivious adversaries.

Proof. Let σ be a sequence of calls and denote by O the set of calls accepted by
the optimal algorithm. Denote by σ′ the set of calls in cells which are not colored
with the color selected and by O′ the set of calls the optimal algorithm would
have accepted on input σ′. Clearly, |O′| will be at least as large as the subset of
O which belongs to σ′. Since the probability that the cell of a call in O is not
colored with the color selected is 3/4, it is E [|O′|] ≥ 3

4 |O|. Now let B be the set of
calls accepted by algorithm CRS-A, i.e., the set of calls accepted by the greedy
algorithm when executed on sequence σ′. Observe that each call in O′ either
belongs in B or it is rejected because some other call is accepted. Furthermore,
a call in B \ O′ can cause the rejection of at most two calls of O′. This implies
that |B| ≥ |O′|/2 which yields that the competitive ratio of algorithm CRS-A is

|O|
E [|B|] ≤ 2|O|

E [|O′|] ≤ 8
3
.

��
The main advantage of algorithm CRS-A is that it uses only two random bits.

In the next section we present simple on-line algorithms with improved competi-
tive ratios that use slightly stronger random sources and work on networks with
arbitrarily many frequencies.

3 Improved Algorithms

Algorithm CRS-A can be seen as an algorithm based on the “classify and ran-
domly select” paradigm. It uses a coloring of the interference graph (not neces-
sarily using the minimum possible number of colors) and a classification of the
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colors. It starts by randomly selecting a color class (i.e., a set of colors) and
then run the greedy algorithm in the cells colored with colors from this color
class, ignoring (i.e., rejecting) calls in cells colored with colors not belonging to
this class. Algorithm CRS-A uses a coloring of the interference graph with four
colors 0, 1, 2, and 3, and the four color classes {0, 1, 2}, {0, 1, 3}, {0, 2, 3}, and
{1, 2, 3}. Note that, in the previously known algorithms based on the “classify
and randomly select” paradigm, color classes are singletons (e.g., [1], [10]).

The following simple lemma gives a sufficient condition for obtaining efficient
on-line algorithms based on the “classify and randomly select” paradigm.

Lemma 1. Consider a network with interference graph G = (V, E) which sup-
ports w frequencies and let χ be a coloring of the nodes of V with the colors of
a set X. If there exist ν sets of colors s0, s1, ..., sν−1 ⊆ X and an integer λ such
that

– each color of X belongs to at least λ different sets of the sets s0, s1, ..., sν−1,
and

– for i = 0, 1, ..., ν −1, each connected component of the subgraph of G induced
by the nodes colored with colors in si is a clique,

then there exists an on-line randomized call control algorithm for the network G
which has competitive ratio ν/λ against oblivious adversaries.

Proof. Consider a network with interference graph G which supports w frequen-
cies and the randomized on-line algorithm working as follows. The algorithm
randomly selects one out of the ν color classes s0, ..., sν−1 and executes the
greedy algorithm on the cells colored with colors of the selected class, rejecting
all calls in cells colored with colors not in the selected class.

Let σ be a sequence of calls and let O be the set of calls accepted by the
optimal algorithm on input σ. Assume that the algorithm selects the color class
si. Let σ′ be the sequence of calls in cells colored with colors in si and O′ be
the set of calls accepted by the optimal algorithm on input σ′. Also, we denote
by B the set of calls accepted by the algorithm. First we can easily show that
|B| = |O′|. Let Gj be a connected component of the subgraph of G induced by
the nodes of G colored with colors in si. Let σj be the subsequence of σ′ in cells
corresponding to nodes of Gj . Clearly, any algorithm (including the optimal one)
will accept at most one call of σj at each frequency. If the optimal algorithm
accepts w calls, this means that the sequence σj has at least w calls and the
greedy algorithm, when executed on σ′, will accept w calls from σj (one call in
each one of the available frequencies). If the optimal algorithm accepts w′ < w
calls from σj , this means that σj contains exactly w′ < w calls and the greedy
algorithm will accept them all in w′ different frequencies. Since a call of σj is
not constrained by a call in σj′ for j �= j′, we obtain that |B| = |O′|.

The proof is completed by observing that the expected benefit of the optimal
algorithm on input σ′ over all possible sequences σ′ defined by the random selec-
tion of the algorithm is E [|O′|] ≥ ν

λ |O|, since, for each call in O, the probability
that the color of its cell belongs to the color class selected is at least ν/λ. Hence,
the competitive ratio of the algorithm against oblivious adversaries is
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|O|
E [|B|] =

|O|
E [|O′|] ≤ λ/ν.

��
Next, we present two randomized on-line algorithms for call control in cellular

networks of reuse distance 2, namely CRS-B and CRS-C, which are also based on
the “classify and randomly select” paradigm and achieve even better competitive
ratios.

Consider a coloring of the cells with five colors 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 such that for
each i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}, and for each cell colored with color i, the two adjacent cells
in the same x-axis are colored with colors (i−1) mod 5 and (i+1) mod 5, while
the remaining four of its adjacent cells are colored with colors (i+2) mod 5 and
(i+3) mod 5. Such a coloring is depicted in the left part of Figure 3. Also, define
si = {i, (i + 1) mod 5}, for i = 0, 1, ..., 4. Observe that, for each i = 0, 1, ..., 4,
each pair of adjacent cells colored with the colors i and (i+1) mod 5 is adjacent
to cells colored with colors (i + 2) mod 5, (i + 3) mod 5, and (i + 4) mod 5, i.e.,
colors not belonging to si. Thus, the coloring χ together with the color classes
si satisfy the conditions of Lemma 1 with ν = 5 and λ = 2. We call CRS-B
the algorithm that uses this coloring and works according to the “classify and
randomly select” paradigm as in the proof of Lemma 1. We obtain the following.

0 1 2 43 4 0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4

0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4

0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4

3 4 0 10 1 2 3 4

3 4 0 10 1 2 3 4

3 4 0 10 1 2 3 4

0 1 2 13 4 5 26 0

5 6 0 61 2 3 04 5

3 4 5 46 0 1 52 3

1 2 3 24 5 6 30 1

6 0 13 4 5 2 3 4

2 3 46 0 1 5 6 0

4 5 61 2 3 0 1 2

Fig. 3. The 5-coloring used by algorithm CRS-B and the 7-coloring used by algorithm
CRS-C. The skewed cells are those colored with the colors in set s0.

Theorem 2. Algorithm CRS-B in cellular networks with reuse distance 2 is
5/2-competitive against oblivious adversaries.

Now consider a coloring of the cells with seven colors 0, 1, ..., 6 such that for
each for each cell colored with color i (for i = 0, ..., 6), its two adjacent cells in
the same x-axis are colored with the colors (i−1) mod 7 and (i+1) mod 7, while
its two adjacent cells in the same z-axis are colored with colors (i−3) mod 7 and
(i+3) mod 7. Such a coloring is depicted in the right part of Figure 3. Also, define
si = {i, (i + 1) mod 7, (i + 3) mod 7}, for i = 0, 1, ..., 6. Observe that, for each
i = 0, 1, ..., 6, each triangle of cells colored with the colors i, (i + 1) mod 7, and
(i+3) mod 7 is adjacent to cells colored with colors (i+2) mod 7, (i+4) mod 7,
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(i + 5) mod 7, and (i + 6) mod 7, i.e., colors not belonging to si. Thus, the
coloring χ together with the color classes si satisfy the conditions of Lemma 1
with ν = 7 and λ = 3. We call CRS-C the algorithm that uses this coloring and
works according to the “classify and randomly select” paradigm as in the proof
of Lemma 1. We obtain the following.

Theorem 3. Algorithm CRS-C in cellular networks with reuse distance 2 is
7/3-competitive against oblivious adversaries.

The two algorithms above (CRS-B and CRS-C) make use of a random source
which equiprobably selects one out of an odd number of distinct objects. If
we only have a number of fair coins (random bits) available, we can design
algorithms with small competitive ratios by combining the algorithms above. For
example, using 6 random bits, we may construct the following algorithm. We use
integers 0, 1, ..., 63 to identify each of the 63 outcomes of the 6 random bits. For an
outcome i ∈ {0, ..., 49}, the algorithm executes algorithm CRS-B using color class
si mod 5, and for an outcome i ∈ {50, ..., 63}, the algorithm executes algorithm
CRS-C using color class s(i−50) mod 7. It can be easily seen that this algorithm has
competitive ratio 32/13 ≈ 2.462 against oblivious adversaries, since its expected
benefit is at least 50/64 · 2/5 + 14/64 · 3/7 = 13/32 times the optimal benefit.
Similarly, using 8 random bits, we obtain an on-line algorithm with competitive
ratio 64/27 ≈ 2.37. We can generalize this idea, and, for sufficiently small ε > 0,
we can construct an algorithm which uses t = O(log 1/ε) random bits, and, on
2t mod 7 of the 2t outcomes, it does nothing, while the rest of the outcomes are
assigned to executions of algorithm CRS-C. In this way, we obtain the following.

Corollary 1. For any ε > 0, there exists an on-line randomized call-control
algorithm for cellular networks with reuse distance 2 that uses O(log 1/ε) random
bits and has competitive ratio at most 7/3 + ε against oblivious adversaries.

4 Cellular Networks with Reuse Distance k > 2

For cellular networks with reuse distance k > 2, we present algorithm CRS-k
which is based on the “classify and randomly select” paradigm. Algorithm CRS-
k uses the following coloring of the interference graph of a cellular network with
reuse distance k. Cells are colored with the colors 0, 1, ..., 3k2 − 3k such that
for any cell colored with color i, its adjacent cells in the x-axis are colored with
colors (i−1) mod (3k2−3k+1) and (i+1) mod (3k2−3k+1), while its adjacent
cells in the z-axis are colored with colors (i − 3(k − 1)2) mod (3k2 − 3k + 1) and
(i + 3(k − 1)2) mod (3k2 − 3k + 1).

For odd k, for i = 0, 1, ..., 3k2 − 3k, the color class si contains the following
colors. For j = 0, 1, ..., k−1

2 , it contains the colors (i+3j(k−1)2 − j) mod (3k2 −
3k +1), ..., (i+3j(k − 1)2 + k−1

2 ) mod (3k2 − 3k +1), and for j = k+1
2 , ..., k − 1,

it contains the colors (i+ 3(k−1)3

2 +3(j − k−1
2 )(k−1)2 − k−1

2 ) mod (3k2 −3k+1),

..., (i + 3(k−1)3

2 + 3(j − k−1
2 )(k − 1)2 + k − 1 − j) mod (3k2 − 3k + 1).
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For even k, for i = 0, 1, ..., 3k2 − 3k, the color class si contains the following
colors. For j = 0, 1, ..., k

2 −1, it contains the colors (i+3j(k−1)2−j) mod (3k2−
3k+1), ..., (i+3j(k−1)2+k

2 ) mod (3k2−3k+1), and for j = k
2 , ..., k−1, it contains

the colors (i+3(k
2 −1)(k−1)2 +3(j − k

2 +1)(k−1)2 − k
2 +1) mod (3k2 −3k+1),

..., (i + 3(k
2 − 1)(k − 1)2 + 3(j − k

2 + 1)(k − 1)2 + k − 1 − j) mod (3k2 − 3k + 1).
Note that, for k = 2, we obtain the coloring used by algorithm CRS-C.

Examples of the coloring for k = 3 and k = 4 as well as the cells colored with
colors from the color class s0 are depicted in Figure 4.

We can show the following two lemmas. Formal proofs will be given in the
final version of the paper.

Lemma 2. Let k > 2 and G be the interference graph of a cellular network of
distance reuse k. Consider the coloring of G used by algorithm CRS-k and the
color classes si, for i = 0, 1, ..., 3k2 − 3k. For any color j such that 0 ≤ j ≤
3k2 − 3k, the number of different color classes si that color j belongs to is 3k2

4 if
k is even, and 3k2+1

4 if k is odd.

Lemma 3. Let k > 2 and G be the interference graph of a cellular network of
distance reuse k. Consider the coloring of G used by algorithm CRS-k and the
color classes si, for i = 0, 1, ..., 3k2 −3k. For i = 0, 1, ..., 3k2 −3k, each connected
component of the subgraph of G induced by the nodes of G colored with colors in
si is a clique.

Thus, the colorings and the color classes described satisfy the condition of Lemma
1 with λ = 3k2 − 3k + 1 and ν = 3k2

4 if k is even, and ν = 3k2+1
4 if k is odd. By

Lemma 1, we obtain the following.

Theorem 4. The competitive ratio against oblivious adversaries of algorithm
CRS-k in cellular networks with reuse distance k ≥ 2 is 4

(
1 − 3k−1

3k2

)
if k is

even, and 4
(
1 − 3k

3k2+1

)
if k is odd.

Algorithm CRS-k in cellular networks of reuse distance k uses a random
source which equiprobably selects one among 3k2 − 3k + 1 distinct objects. By
applying ideas we used in the previous section, we can achieve similar competi-
tiveness bounds by algorithms that use random bits.

Corollary 2. For any ε > 0, there exists an on-line randomized call-control
algorithm for cellular networks of reuse distance k, that uses O(log 1/ε + log k)
random bits and has competitive ratio at most 4

(
1 − 3k−1

3k2

)
+ ε if k is even, and

4
(
1 − 3k

3k2+1

)
+ ε if k is odd, against oblivious adversaries.

5 Lower Bounds

In previous work ([4], implicitly in [10]), it has been observed that no determin-
istic on-line call control algorithm can have a competitive ratio better than 3
against off-line adversaries. We can easily extend this lower bound and obtain
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Fig. 4. Examples of the colorings used by the algorithms CRS-3 and CRS-4. The
skewed cells are those colored with the colors in set s0.

lower bounds of 4 and 5 on the competitiveness of deterministic on-line call con-
trol algorithms in cellular networks of reuse distance k ∈ {3, 4, 5} and k ≥ 6,
respectively.

Hence, the randomized algorithms presented in the previous section signifi-
cantly beat the lower bound on the competitiveness of deterministic algorithms.
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In what follows, using the Minimax Principle [13] (see also [9]), we prove a lower
bound on the competitive ratio, against oblivious adversaries, of any random-
ized algorithm in cellular networks with reuse distance k ≥ 5. Again, we consider
networks that support one frequency; our lower bound can be trivially extended
to networks that support multiple frequencies. In our proof, we use the following
lemma.

Lemma 4 (Minimax Principle [9]). Given a probability distribution P over
sequences of calls σ, denote by EP [BA(σ)] and EP [BOPT (σ)] the expected benefit
of a deterministic algorithm A and the optimal off–line algorithm on sequences
of calls generated according to P. Define the competitiveness of A under P, cP

A

to be such that

cP
A =

EP [BOPT (σ)]
EP [BA(σ)]

.

Let AR be a randomized algorithm. Then, the competitiveness of A under P is a
lower bound on the competitive ratio of AR against an oblivious adversary, i.e.
cP
A ≤ cAR

.

Our lower bound is the following.

Theorem 5. No randomized call–control algorithm in cellular networks with
distance reuse k ≥ 5 can be better than 25/12–competitive against an oblivious
adversary.

Proof. Consider a cellular network with reuse distance 5 and ten cells v0, vA,1,
vA,2, vB,1, vB,2, vB,3, vC,1, vC,2, vC,3, and vC,4 as shown in Figure 5. We will
prove that there exists an adversary ADV that produces calls in these cells
according to a probability distribution P in such way that no deterministic
algorithm can be better than 25/12–competitive under P even if it knows the
probability distribution P in advance.

vC,1

vA,1

vB,2

vC,2

v0

vC,3

vB,3 vA,2

vC,4

vB,1

vA,2

v0

vA,1

vB,3vB,1 vB,2

vC,4vC,3vC,2vC,1

Fig. 5. The cellular network of reuse distance 5 used in the proof of Theorem 9 and
the subgraph of the interference graph induced by the nodes corresponding to the ten
cells v0, vA,1, vA,2, vB,1, vB,2, vB,3, vC,1, vC,2, vC,3, and vC,4.
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We define the probability distribution P as follows. First, the adversary pro-
duces a call in the cell v0. Then, it

– either stops, with probability 1/2,
– or does the following, with probability 1/2. It presents two calls, one in the

cell vA,1 and one in the cell vA,2, and
• either stops, with probability 1/3,
• or does the following with probability 2/3. It presents three calls, one in

the cell vB,1, one in the cell vB,2, and one in the cell vB,3, and
∗ either stops, with probability 1/4,
∗ or does the following, with probability 3/4. It presents four calls, one

in the cell vC,1, one in the cell vC,2, one in the cell vC,3, and one in
the cell vC,4, and then stops.

Clearly, the benefit of the optimal off-line algorithm is the number of calls
presented by the adversary in the last step before stopping the sequence. Thus,
the expected benefit of the optimal off–line algorithm on sequences of calls gen-
erated according to P is

EP [BOPT (σ)] = 1 · 1
2

+ 2 · 1
2

· 1
3

+ 3 · 1
2

· 2
3

· 1
4

+ 4 · 1
2

· 2
3

· 3
4

=
25
12

.

Let A be a deterministic call control algorithm that runs on the calls produced
by ADV. First, we observe that no algorithm could gain by accepting one of the
two calls presented in cells vA,1 and vA,2 or by accepting one or two of the three
calls presented in cells vB,1, vB,2 and vB,3 . Hence, we may assume that the
algorithm either accepts all calls presented at a step or rejects them all.

Consider t executions of the algorithm on t sequences produced according
to the probability distribution P. Let q0 be the number of executions in which
A accepts the call produced in cell v0, q1 the number of executions in which
A accepts both calls in cells vA,1 and vA,2, and q2 the number of executions in
which the algorithm accepts the three calls in cells vC,1, vC,2, and vC,3.

The expected number of executions in which the algorithm does not accept
the call in cell v0 and the adversary produces calls in cells vA,1 and vA,2 is
1
2 (t−q0). Hence, the expected number of executions in which the algorithm does
not accept the calls in cells v0, vA,1, and vA,2 and the adversary produces calls
in cells vB,1, vB,2, and vB,3 is 2

3

( 1
2 (t − q0) − q1

)
and the expected number of

executions in which the algorithm does not accept the calls in cells v0, vA,1,
vA,2, vB,1, vB,2, and vB,3 and the adversary produces calls in cells vC,1, vC,2,
vC,3, and vC,4 is 3

4

( 2
3

( 1
2 (t − q0) − q1

) − q2
)
. Thus,

EP [BA(σ)] ≤ q0 + 2q1 + 3q2 + 4 3
4

( 2
3

( 1
2 (t − q0) − q1

) − q2
)

t
= 1

and cP
A ≥ 25/12. By Lemma 4, we obtain that this is a lower bound on the

competitiveness of any randomized algorithm against oblivious adversaries. ��
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